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Introduction 
One of the most helpful and important things you can be doing as you study Romans is to get a handle on 
what the overall flow of the argument is in the book. As we study the Bible we must always be seeking to put 
each chapter in the context of the previous chapter/s. If we read a chapter without understanding the context 
we may not correctly understand what is being said. It is the same with any book. Imagine reading chapter 7 
of John Grisham’s The Chamber without reading the previous 6 – you would pick up snippets of the story but 
not really understand what is going on. Knowing the context is essential for accurate Bible reading and 
especially so in Romans 7. So we start with an overview.  
 

Romans – the argument 
(Summarise the argument of each section we have done so far into one sentence) 

 
1:1-7 
 
 
1:8-15 
 
 
1:16-17 
 
 
1:18-32 
 
 
2:1-3:8 
 
 
3:9-20 
 
 
3:21-26 
 
 
3:27-4:25 
 
 
5:1-11 
 
 
5:12-21 
 
 
6:1-23 
 
 
7:1-25 Believers are set free from Law as a condemning power through the death of Christ, but the Law  

remains holy and good, exposing man’s sin which inevitably brings death. 
 

Romans 7 
 
Many commentators say that Romans 7 is probably the most controverted chapter in the whole of Romans. 
There are at least 6 explanations for how we ought to understand Romans 7, each of which focuses on 7:14-
25. In this session we will examine the two most common and accepted explanations.  
 
Advanced 

James Dunn claims that Romans 7 is one of those key passages in Paul which offers us insight into his whole dimension and thought. 
He also claims that it is a pivotal passage in that our whole understanding of it will in large measure determine our understanding of 
Paul’s theology as a whole. This is certainly true with respect to the New Perspective on Paul. Romans 7 has become a battle ground 
for Sanders, Dunn and Wright as they continue to press for an understanding of Romans as a critique of Israel’s ethnocentric 
covenantalism. You can follow some of these arguments in the newer Romans Commentaries (see D. Moo, NICNT). 

 

Chapter Key Words 
(Think of one or two key words to 
help you remember each chapter) 

 
1.  
 
2.  
 
3.  
 
4.  
 
5.  
 
6.  
 
7.  
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Formal Structure 
 
Read your Bible and your notes for each section and use these structural suggestions to help you get a grip on what Paul is saying and 
arguing in this chapter. Use the questions below to help you think about the chapter. Remember to look back at where he left off in 
chapter 6. 

 
7:1-6 – Freedom from the Law 
 

v.1 Legal Principle 
v.2-3 Illustration from Marriage 
v.4-6 Application to believers. 

 
 
7:7-25 – Two questions about the Law and Sin 
 
7:7-12        7:13-25 
v.7a   false inference and denial  v.13a 
v.7b   thesis statement   v. 13b 
v.7c-11   explanation    v. 14-25a 
v.12   conclusion    v.25b 
 
 

Investigating the Data 
 
1. Where is the argument of Romans up to at the end of Chapter 6? 
 
 
 
2. What is the point of v.1-6? 
 
 
 
3. What is the answer that Paul gives to the question in v.7? 
 
 
 
 
4. What is the answer that Paul gives to the question in v.13? 
 
 
 
 

Argument Structure 
 
The chapter is essentially made up of three questions – 
 

1. How have believers been set free from the Law as a condemning power? (7:1-6) 

As illustrated by the law of marriage regarding the death of a partner, believers have been set free from 
the law as a condemning power through our death with Christ and have been joined to the risen Lord for 
a life of fruitfulness to God. 

 
2. Is the Law sinful? (7:7-12) 

NO – The law is holy, just and good but sin deceptively used the Law as a base of operations in Paul’s 
life and in turn, sin, not the Law which exposed sin as evil, brought death to him.  
 
3. Does the Law cause death? (7:13-25) 

The Law is spiritual but I am fleshly, constantly over powered by sin that brings death to me – a situation 
from which only Jesus Christ can deliver me.  

Rom 8:1 
Read 7:1-6, then 8:1-3. The argument 
flows almost perfectly but before Paul can 
make the connection he has to deal with 
two potential questions. 
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UNCLEAR 

 

Investigating the Data 
 
Now the question remains: Paul has used the first person singular in all this section, but who is the ‘I’ of 
Romans 7? This is the controversial question. The notes follow the position of Cranfield, a well-respected 
evangelical bible scholar whose arguments are persuasive.  
 

“It seems most likely that Paul is not just speaking about his own experience here but is taking 
himself as representative, first of mankind generally (7:7-13) and then of Christians (7:14-25).” 

 

But who is the ‘I’?  
Paul and Paul only? 
Paul representing Israel/Jews? 
Paul representing all people? 
Paul representing Christians? 

 
Using this page, we will focus on Paul representing a Jewish perspective and Paul representing a Christian 
perspective (the two most likely) and investigate the data. 
 
Using the following chart, work through Romans 7:7-25 and jot down all the verses that sound like it is Paul the Christian talking (record 
under ‘Christian’) and all the verses that sound like it is Paul the Jew talking (record under ‘Jew/Israelite’). For those verses you are 
unclear about, put them in the middle. As you do this, remember the work you have done already on context and the answers to the 
above questions. 

 

 

 CHRISTIAN      JEW/ ISRAELITE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The notes have a very helpful graph on page 70 that will give you some guidance once you have done 
this exercise yourself. The key problem for the “Paul as a Jew” view is v.25b; why is it after v.24-25a? The 

key problem for the “Paul as a Christian” view is comparing 6:6 and 7:14; are we or are we not slaves to 

sin? If you get to this point and feel confused, do not worry. Go back to your notes and re-read. They 
explain a very credible view of Romans 7. 
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Why it matters? 
Good question now that you have done all the work! What difference does it make which view you take?? In 
this case, it will shape the way you understand the place of the Old Testament Law in the life of the 

believer. For this reason it may be helpful to think about what Jesus says about the law and what Paul says 

in Galatians about the Law. Note too the helpful graph and exercise on page 67 of the notes. 
 

When Christians Disagree 
Whenever I disagree with someone about some point in Paul’s theology, I always roll out two verses. First 2 
Peter 3:14-16 where I read that even the Apostle Peter found Paul difficult to understand! I am in good 

company! Next I roll out Colossians 3:12-17. This helps me to remember that I ought to be humble, kind 
and peaceable, always remembering that even as I debate and disagree, everything I do is always to be for 

God’s glory and in the name of Jesus.  
 
Christian people will always disagree about things. Some disagreements, such as the right interpretation of 

Romans 7, are not big ticket items and we ought not get too narky about such debates. However, 
sometimes the issues will place the gospel in the firing line and the salvation of many at stake. Paul says to 

Timothy he needs to watch his life and doctrine closely, for by them he and others may be saved. We ought 

not to shy away from debate on theology but engage graciously and humbly in prayer (2 Timothy 2:25-26).  
 

Systematic Theology –  
 

• We have talked before about the place of the Law in the life of the believer and the purpose of the 
Law overall. Romans 7 opens up some of these issues for us again. Go back and consider your 

answers to the following two questions in light of your study of Romans 7.  

 
o What is the purpose of the Law? 

o What place does the Law have in the life of the believer? 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
For next Week: 
 

• Read Unit 7. We will do the exercises in class.   

• Read Romans 8 (and further if you can!). Where else in the Bible do the themes in Romans 8 

emerge? 

 

References (for possible further reading) 
 

Murray, J., ‘Law, II. In the New Testament’, in New Bible Dictionary. Leicester: IVP; 2nd ed. 
1982, 685-87. 

 

ADVANCED only 
 

Wright, N.T. ‘Romans and the Theology of Paul’, in SBL 1992 Seminar Papers, 184-213. 
 This is a seriously difficult article to read and understand. If you would like a copy, please ask Ken or Jon 

but make sure you have a confident grip on the argument of Romans from the Bible before you read this 
article. 

Application: 

• What does Romans 7 have to tell us about the spiritual state of those who do 

not trust in the Lord Jesus Christ? 

• Romans 7 exposes the sinfulness of sin. Are you still appalled by sins 

sinfulness? Have you made any compromises in your life with particular sins 

that need repenting of? 


